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ABSTRACT Let p. be a. positive, finite Borel me~ure on [0,2::-

0 < T < 1, 0 < p < co, let

). 

For

\vhere the infimum is taken over all Blaschke products of order n having
zeros in Izi < 1. Let B~ denote a minimal Blaschke product a.r.d let C(,tt')
denote the geometric mean of the deriva.tive of the a.bsolutely continuous
part. of JL. In the first part 'of. the paper ,ve pre~ent a self-conta.ir.~d proof
of a result due to Parfenov; namely En,p ,..., TnC(JL')l/i' as n -0:. In the
second part we describe t.he ext.ension of the classical Szego function. D(z)
and prove that. B~(z)"'" zn {C(p.')1/PjD(z)2/P} as n -0:, unuor".!l1y on
compact. subsets of the. annulus T < Izi < l/r. Some g~:lera.liza.tions and
applications are also discussed.

Introduction1

Let Bn denote a monic Blaschke product of order n ,vith zeros in Izl < 1 :

nII : -Ct.};
};=l

Bn(z) 1a-}.1 < I, k - 1 n.-,...,
-akZ

Let JL be an arbitrary positive I finite Borel measure on [O,2-;r) whose
support contains infinitely many points. For 0 < T < 1, 0 < P < ?O, define

1/?1 121f

2;0 (1.1)

A standard argument shows that the infimum in (1.1) is attained for some
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B~, bul the queslion of uniqueness of this minimal Blaschke product re-
mains open. In the sequel B~ \viII denote any minimal Blaschke product of
order n, that is

IIp"r1 f-

2;JoEn,p(dp;r

Our aim is to describe the asymptotic beha\'ior (as n -00) of En,.:' and
B~(z). Since 1(=-~k)/(l-akz)1 represents the hyperbolic d:.stance bet..\"e~n
z and Qk, the results to be presented may be vie\\"ed as the extension to the
non-Euclidean setting of the classical strong Szego theory. So let us first
recall some basic facts of this theory.

Let

t"n,p(dp.) :: p> 0, (1.3)

,...here the i,nfimum is taken over all monic algebra!c polynomials Pn(Z) =
zn + .",. of degree n. This infimum is attained for the ur.ique monic poly-
nomial which we denote by 'Pn,p(z).

Given any f E L1(O,2;r]J f ~ 0 a.e., define its geom~tric m~an G(f) by

G(J) : log f( e)dtJexp

The case flog f = -00 is not excluded -we the!l set G(j) = O. Returning

to the m~asure J.1.1 let J.1. = J.1.a + J.1..s be its canonical decomposition into the

absolutely continuous and the singular parts (with respect to the Lebesgue
measure dB). We denote by J.1.'(B) the Radon-Nikodym derivative dJ.1.c/d8
of J.1.a \vith respect to dB. ~incel by the definition 1 J.1.' E 11(0,271"11 we may
consider G(J.1.'). If log J.1.' E L1 (O~ 271"1 (or, equivalently, if G(J.1.') > 0) \...e say
that J.1. satisfies the $zego, con;dition. W~ th~n define ~he Szego function of p.
by' ..' ..

ei5 ,

logp'(8)-~d8
el3 -z

(1.5)Ixl> 1.DC dJ1.; z) := exp

This function has the follo\ving properties (d. [Sz, p. 276], but notice that
Q~) in (1.5) and D(z) defined in [Sz, p. 277] are related by D(dll;Z) =

D(lfi)) : .
(i) D(dfJ.;z) is analytic and non-vanishing in Izi > 1;
(ii) D(dfJ.;cc) = G(fJ.')1/2;
(iii) limp-l+ D(dll;pei9) =: D(dll;ei9) e:cists for a.e. B in [O,2ii) and

ID(dll;ei9)f = ll'(e) a.e., on [O,2;r]. .' .
..

The following results (due to Szego, Kolmogorov and Krein) describe the
behavior of (n.;> and <Pn,2(Z).
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Theorem 1.1 For every 0 < p < 00,

Theorem 1.2 If}.! satisfies the Szego condition, then

1=1> 1

with the limit being uniform for III ? R > 1.

The proofs of these results can be found in [GS, Ch. III]. 'I"he main
ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the relation

inf
JEC(O,2:r], />0

to \vhich (1.6) is easily reduced. (This reduction is carried out for p = 2, but
a similar argument applies to any p"> 0.) The I!1ethod of proof of Theorem
1.2 is a purely L2 argument. Yet) it can be modifie.d to deal mOth any p > 1.
This was done by Geronimus and more recently by X. Li and K. Pan:

Theorem 1.3 ([G], [LP) Thm 2.2]) If Jl satisfies the Sz~go cor:ditionl then
forp> 1

(1.9)1::1> 1:

1jJith the limit be.ing uniform for Izl ? R > 1.
...

We return now to our Blaschke product setting. The follo\vmg result
(essentially due to O. Parfenov) is analogous .to Theorem 1.1.

Theorem 1.4 ([Pal, Thm 2]) For ~very 0 < p < 00, 0 < r < I,

.(1.10)

and1"mor:.egver,

-nEn,p(dJ.l; r) ~ G(J.l')l/p n = 0,1,2,... . (1.11)r

In his proof, Parfenov also utilizes the relation (1.8). Belo\v we give a
direct proof of Theorem 1.4.

In applications the following version of Theorem 1.4 is som~times more
convenient. This version will enable us to consider the weighted L~-norm.

Theorem 1.5 Let w(B) E Lp[O,2;r]. Assume w ?: 0 a.~. and for p = co
a.s.sume additionally that w(B) is upper s~mi-continuou.s. Fa; 0 < p ~ 00,
0 < r < 1, defin~

1/?

(1.12)\Bn(rei9)w(B)\P dB
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(with obvious modification fo~ p = 00). Then

(1.13)

ana, moreover,

r-n En,p(w; r) ? G(w),
(1.14)

n = 0,1,2,... .

Remark 1. The infimum in (1.12) (like that in (1.1)) is attained for some
B~. The uniqueness of such a minimal monic Blaschke product is kno\vn
only for p = COJ W = I, in which case D.J. Ne\\"man sho\\"ed that B~(z) ==
In.

Remark 2. The e:cistence of the limits in (1.10) and (1.13) is trivial; for
if B~ is minimal) then on choosing Bn+1(Z) = zB~(z) we obviously obtain
En+1,p ~ r En,,? Hence the sequence r-n En.? is monotonically decreasing
and thus converges..

We turn now to the description of the behavior ofB~(z). It is easy to see
(cf. [FM, Cor. 14] and the method of proof of Theorem 2 in [Sa]) that the
zeros of any B~ lie in the disk Izi < r (and, consequently, the poles ofB~ lie
in III > 1/r). Hence one may expect that the aDalogue of the limit relation
(1.7) holds in the annulus r < Izi < 1/r. But first ,ve must answer the
question: what is the CCSzeg6 function" for this setting? In a forthco~ng
paper we will describe this modiJ~cation of the clc..ssical Szego function as
well as the asymptotics for B~(z) in full generality (logp' E L1(0, 2ii]). Here
.,ve confine oursel'/es to a simpler situation, namely log jJ.' E C[O, 2ii].

-.
Theorem 1.6 Let f(8) be a positive, continuous 2-:r-periodic function. For
0 < r < 1 there exists a unique function D(f;r;z) =: D(z) (the Szego
function of f for the annulus r < Izi < 1/r) that satisfies the following
conditions: .

(i) D(z) is analytic and non-vanishing in r < III < l/r and satisfies there

(1.15)
In particular,

ID(z)12 = G(J) for Izi = 1;

(ii) ID(z)1 is continuous in r ~ III .$ l/r and
(1.16)

0 ~ B ~ 2;r; (1.17)

(iii) log D(z) is single-valued in r < Izi < l/r and there is a branch of
log D(z) that satisfies

~ lZI=llog D(z)ldzl is real. (1.18)
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Remark 3. Notice that (1.18) and (1.16) imply that the integral in (1.18)
is equal to (1/2) log G(f). This corresponds to the normalization (ii) of the
classical Szego function defined above.

Remark 4. An integral representation for D(f;r;z) (similar to (1.5)) can
also be given. We shall do this in a future paper.

Remark 5. Given a> 01 we denote by D(z)C: the function exp(c log D(z)),
where the branch of log D(=) is chosen to satisfy (1.18).

Remark 6. For the general case, namely log f E L1(012;;-]1 we define
D(!; r; z) in the same fashionl except that property (ii) is replaced by

(ii) D(z) is an outer function in the Hardy space H2 of the annulus
r < Izl < 11 and its limiting value~ on Izl = r satisfy (1.17).

We can now formulate our main result.

Theorem-I.7 (a.) Let pI be a positivel continuous 2..-periodic function and
let D(dp;r;z) denote the Szegofunctio!1 ofpl(e) for the ann.:lus r < Iz1 <
l/r. Given 0 < p < 00, let B~ denote a-Blaschke product thai realizes the

infimum in (1.1). Then

(1.19)Jim z-~B~(z)
n-co

unifonnly on compact subsets of the annulus r < Izl < l/r.

(b) Let w(6) be a positive, continuous 2ii-penodic function and let
D(w;r;z) denote the Szeg5function ofw(8) for the annulus r < Izi < Ifr.
Given 0 < p ~ 00, let B~ denote a .Blaschke product that realizes the infi-

mu.m in (1.12). Then

(1.20)lim z-n I?~(Z) = G(w)f{D( w; r; z)}2
n-oo

uni!ormly on co~p~c:t subsets of the. annulus r < Izl < Ifr.

We remark that the method of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is a new one
'and it can be applied to the classical polynomial situation. This will enableus to extend Theorem 1.3 to any p > 0 : .

Theorem 1.8 If J.l satisfies th e Szego condition1 the.n for p > 0

lo~a!ly uniformly for Izl > 1.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove some auxiliary
results. In Section 3 we prove Theorems 1.4. and 1.5. The Szego function
is discussed in Section 4. In Section 51 Theorems 1.1 and 1.8 are proven.
Finally, in Section 61 we consider a more general situation and discuss
the relation between En,p aDd the n-widths of certain cla.sses of analytic

functions.
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2

(a) The proof of the lower bounds (1.11) and (1.14)
Let Bn(z) = n~=l(Z -ak)/(a -Q"kZ), lakl < 1, k = 1,2"", n. Let

dp = p' (B)dB + dp" be the canonical decomposition of p. Since Jl is pooitive,

50 is p". Hence

1 12r 1 12:t" -= IBn(rei8)IPdp? -
2-IBn(reia)l?p'(8)d8. (2.1)2., 0 II 0

Assuming flog p' > -00 (other\vise (1.11) is obvious) and using the Jensen
inequality, we obtain

IIp

iBn(rei6)IP 

,ll'(B)dBlog

> log p' (8)de

l'r log Il-akrei6ldB = 0.

Furthermore,
?~1 1-

2;0
log IreiB -QkldB -

? log r (2.4)

(see Lemma 14.4.1 in [H]). Inserting (2.3)) (2.4) into (2.2) and using (2.1)
we obtain the lower bound (1.11). Applying it with dp = [w(B)]PdBJ we also
obtain the lower bound (1.14) for p < 00. The case p -= co then follows by
passing to the limit as p 1 00.

(b) Annihilating the singular part of a measu~
In [N) Lemma 4], P. Nevai introduced a simple but very effective device

to deal with a singular part of a measure. Following is a ver5ion of his result
,'nth one 'ingredient added. .

Lemma 2.1 Let (]' be a positive) finite Borel measure on [0) 2ii) that is
singular with respect to dB. Then there is a sequence {hn} of continuous
2ii-periodic functions such that

*~hn(a)~l) 0~e$2ii) (2.5)

i2'X

Since Icr:.;! < 1, log 11- akzl is harmonic in Izl < 1, and so the mean value
theorem yields
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(2.7)

hr: (B) -+ 1 a. e. with respect to dB i

2~
Jim ( hn(B)du(B) = 01

n-CXJ Jo

lim G(hn) = 1.
n-co

Proof. Let 5 C [012;;) be a Borel set such that Is dB = 0 and u(S) =
q([O, 2;;)). Let {Sn} be a decreasing sequence of open subsets of [0,2;;)
containing 5 such that

1 1 r
dB < -and Jrt dv = 01

S" n (0,2;,-)\5"

co

and set S:= n Silo For every nl let CIl be ~ compact set such that Cn .c Sn
"=1

and

.r. (2.10)
.J(o,2r)\C" .-

...'

(such Gn exists since a finite Borel measure is regular).. Let h~. be a ~on-
tinuous function from [OJ 271"] into [1/n, 1] such that. .

1dO" .( -
n

hn(8)=1 on (O,2ii]\Sn
1

hr:(B) = -on Cn,
n

Then hn --I- 1 on (OJ 2;;] \ S. Henc~ (2.6) holds. Also, by (2.10) and (2.11),

12r 0<

0 lo,2x)\Ca
hn(B)du({}) <

-1 1 .

~ -+ -II vII.
.n n

Whence, (2.7) holds. Furthermore, by (2.9),

O~ r2X"ioghn(O)dO = r lOghn(8)d8~(-logn)1
Jo Js" s"

de

logn
n~

12~ Thus, lim .log hn(B)dB ~ a and (2.8) follows.

n-oo 0
-If hn satisfies hn(O) = hn(27r), we are done. If notl redefine hn by setting
hn(B) = hn(B)fn(B), where

1, 0 ~ 8 < 2;r -l/n
In(B) :=

hn(O) + (2/r -8)[1 -hn(O)]n) 2-;; -~ ~ e ~ 2/i.
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By construction, hn(2;r) = 1 and so hn(O) = hn(2ii). i\loreover, the hn's

obviously satisfy (2.5) with l/n replaced by 1/n2, as \vell as (2.6), (2.7)
and (2.8). n

(c) A special class of weights
In this paragraph v,-e prove Theorem 1.5 for a special class of ,veights.

These will be used later to approximate arbitrary pIce).

Example. Let
w( 8) : 'S

,\IBJ'I'f(re' )11 (2.12)
where ,\ > 0 and

M
n ;-- Q.I:
k=l

B J\f ( z) :: lakl < rJ k = 1,. ..oJ M. (2.13)-akZ

For n > 1 define a Blaschke product En,\{ of order niW by-.

BnlW(Z) :=
(2.14)

Since la:cl < r, we have

BnM(Z) = r ~ Izi ~ I, (2.15)

where 0(1) -+ 0 as n -+ OOJ uniforinly in r .:5 III ~ 1. In. particularJ we

obtain

(2.16)w(~(1 + 0(1)).

Since ICXk I < r J equations (2.3) and (2.4) imply that

iog I
.8rei -ak dB = log r

.8l-akrel

and therefore G( w) ArM. Thus (2.16) may be rewritten a.s

(2.17)

uniformly for 8 E [OI2ir]. In view of (1.14) and the eylstence of the limit
(1.13)1 this implies Theorem 1.5 for w(8) of the form (2.12).

(d) Approximation of continuous weights
The passage from w(B) of the form (2.12) to general continuous weights

is furnished by the following
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LeIIlrrla 2.2 ([Pal) Lemma 1]) Let w(B) be a non-nega.tive continuous
2;r-penodic function. Then w(B) can be approximated on [0,2;r] arbitrar-
ily closel¥ in the unifonn nann, by functions of fonn (2.12)) that is by
).IBM(retS)I, where). > 0 and BM has all its zeros in III < r.

Proof. Since w ~ 0 is continuous and 2;r-periodic) it may be approxi-
mated uniformly on [0,2ii] by positive trigonometric polynomials. .Such a.
polynomial may be written as Ig(ei8)\2) where g(z) is a polynomial in z,
whose zeros all lie in the unit disk III < 1. So it suffices to approximate
lei8 -PI) IPI < 1) on [0) 2..] by functions of the form (2.12) or) equiva-
lently) to approximate Iz -al, lal < TJ on Izi = T by functions of the form
).IBM(z)I, where aU zeros of B.\i lie ill Izi < T.

Form=1)2J...let

mr-2m n z -ar2:C
k=O 1

).mBm(z) :: -?'- .
-ar-;; z

Since lal < T, the product in (2.18) represents Co Blc.s.chke product
zeros in III < r. It is readily verified that for IIi = r we h2.ve .

Iz-a\
11-ar2;7::zi"

).rnIBm(z)\

Since r < I) AmIBm(z)l-I- Iz -cl as m -I- co.) uniformly on III

completes the proof.
r. This

~

Proof.of Theorems .1.4 and 1~53
..-

We start with the proof of Theorem 1.4. Let dp = p'(B)dB + dpJ I where
p' E 11 [0, 2/r], and p~ = 0 a.e. .

STEP 1. We first sho'lv that it suffices to assume that for some a > 0,

(3.1)p.'(B)~.aJ o~ 8 < 271,

(and consequently, flogJ.L'(B)d9 > -co). Indeed, assume that Theorem 1.4-
holds for such J.L. Given any J.L, define

if p.'(8) > ljn]p/(e)J
f n(B) :=

JlI(B) ~ l/n.Ifn, if

By.the Monotone Con-vergence Theorem,

{2:flog fn(O)dB = Jo
2~

Jim 1n-oo 0
logp'(B)d8
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00) and consequently(the latter integral may be equal to

Let dpn := fn(B)dO + dp". Since p'(B) ~ fn(B), and Theorem 1.4 holds (by
assumption) for each dpn, we have

-m Em,p(dJln; r
G(fn),

.p ass in g to the limit as n -t 00 and appl).ing (3.2) yields
limm-oo r-m Em,p(dp; r) ~ G(p'). Since the reverse inequality ha.s already
been proved, Theorem 1.4 holds for p. Thus, from no\." on we a.ssume that

(3.1) holds.

STEP 2. Fix any f. > O. Then there is a trigonometric polynomial Q, th?.t
satisfies ..

:"." 1" IJ.L'(B) -Q((B).ld~ < (. (3.3)

In vie\'/ of (3.1) .\ve may also assume (see e.g. [Sz, Thm 1.5.3)) th?.t"

(3.4)0 ::; e ::; 2;r .Q((B) ?- G)

Then, \logpJ

(3.5)

Notice also that) for any cp E Lco[O) 2li)) we get from (3.3)

(3.6)

STEP 3. For k = 112131...1 define

(3.7)

where ~he hk are constructed by Lemma 2.1 (for the measure 0" = JJ.,,). The

assertion (2.8) of that lemma then gives

(3.8)

STEP 4. Applying Lemma 2.2 to the continuous, 2~-periodic weight
w(O) = UkJC(e))l/p ,ve can find a sequence {Wl,krc(O)}r:l that satisfies

uniformly on [O)2-;r], (3.9)lim Wl k ,(() )t .,
-~

where
(3.10)
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and all the zeros ofB,\fL lie in Izl < r. From (3.9) and the fact that fk,c(B)?

ka> 0 on [OJ2ii] we obtain

uniformly on (0,2;;] (3.11)

and, also, that
(3.12)

STEP 5. Applying the result of Section 2( c) (see (2.17)) to the ,...eight
(3.10) we construct, for each n = 1,2,3,...,2. Blaschke produc~ Enl'!, such

that
r-nj\ftIBi'lMt(reiB)\"= G(W!Jkl~)w~iJc(B)(l + 0(1)),

where 0(1) ~ 0 a.s n -+ 00, uniformly on [0) ~,,].

No,v set

(3.13)

(;?(Wl'~I()L <

L ~ G(Jk,()

Since h;; ~ 1) we obtain from (3.7) and (3.4) that

Hence, letting k -j. co and applying (2.6), (2.1) of Lemma 2.1 and (3.8),

we get

.L ~ G(Q() (1+~].

Finally, let c -0 and apply (3.5) to obtain L ~ G(J.tI). Since the reverse
inequality has already been proved I the proof of Theorem 1.4 is complete.

~

Proof of Theorem 1.5. Applying Theorem 1.4 with dp = [w(8))Pdel v;e

obtain Theorem 1.5 for p < 00.
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For p = 00 assume first that w(O) is continuous and 2ii-periodic. Then
we repeat the proof of Theorem 1.4 omitting steps 2 and 3. We thus obtain
a sequence {Wl} of functions of the form (3.10) that satisfies

uniformly on [0,2;1)lim wt.(B) = w(B),
l-co

-n En,co(w;r) ~ G(W!).
lirn r

n-co

Letting l -+ co and recalling the assumption tLI(B) ? a > 0 of Step 1
,ve obtain that li~_cor-nEn,co(w,r) ~ G(w). The reverse inequality ,vas

proved in Section 2(a).
If w is merely upper semi-continuous and 27i-periodic we find a decreas-

ing sequence {!k} of continuous 2;r-periodic functions that converges to w
pointwise. The Monotone Convergence Theorem implies that Ih""ll GUk) =

l-coG(w). Since w ~ fkl we obtain' ' .

-n En.coUk,r) = GU~)

The result now follows by passing to the limit as k -+ 00.
Finally, if w(O) :r6 w(27i") tye consider instead w defined by w(O) =

w(27i") = max{w(O)J w(27i")} and w(8) = w(8) for 0 < 8 < 2:.-. Then w is
upper semi-continuous, 27i"-periodic and satisfies ErtlOJ (Wi r = En ,OJ (Wi r

.Thus, the previous case applies..

).m

4

In this section w~ give the proof of Theorem 1.6.

Lemma 4.1 Let u(z) be harmonic in r < \z\ $ 1

r ~ Izl ~ 1. If 1 uds=~ l uds (4.1)
Izl=l r Izl=r

(ds denotes the eleme~t of arc length), then u(z) has a single-valued con-

jugate v(z) in r < Izi ~ 1.

Proof. Let p := ~2-+y2. For E: > 0 small enough, u( z) and log 1/ pare
harmonic. in r + E: $ Izi $ 1. By Green's theorem we then have:

and continuous in

(4.2)

~;I=l
ds = 0,

+ lz'=r+(
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where a/an d'~notes differentiation along the inward normal with respect
to the annulus r + E < Izi < 1. Since

1 Izl = 1a 1
-log- =

p

on

on
-(r + t)-l Izl = r + !on

we obtain from (4.2) that

/':1=1

1

au -as.

1:I=r+! an
tl ds 1.l ds

Since u is harmonic, the integral in the right-hand side of (4.3) is indepen-
dent of E. Letting E -+ 0 in (4.3) and using the continuity of u in r ~ Izi ~ 1
we obtain (see (4.1)) that

1

au
.-ds-Izl=rl an. -01 r < rl ~ 1

Since the last integral represents (up to the factor log l/rl) the period
about Iz I = r of a harmonic co?jugate of u( z) (cf. [F, pp. 79-80]), the result

follo\vs. §

Proof of Theorem 1.6. Let i(8) be a positive, continuous 2ii-periodic
function. Then log i(8) is continuous and 2-;r-periodic and G(f) > O. Let
u(z) be the solution of the Dirichlet problem in r < III < 11 with boundary
values

1l(ei8) = ~logG(J), 1l(rei8) = ~!ogf(B). (4.4)

Since 1l == const. on Iz I = 1, 1l( z) has a harmonic extension (by the reflection
principle) to r < Izi < l/r. Next, (4.4) and the definition (1.4) of G(f) yield

1" u( rGi9)dB.

Hence u(z) satisfies "(4.1) of "Lemma 4.1. Applying this lemmaJ pick any
single-valued harmonic conjugate v(z). Since u is harmonic in T < Izl < 1/r J
so is v. Let

1 := -~ lZI=lv(z)ldzl (4.5)

and define
D(z) := ei'eu(.:)+iv(z)J r < III < l/r. (4.6)

By its construction, D(z) obviously satisfies (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.6
(the relation (l.lS} follows by the reflection principle). Defi!ling the (single-
valued) branch of log D(z) by ...

log D(z) := u(z) + i(i + v(z)), (4.7)

We obtain by (4.5), that (iii) of Theorem 1.6 is also satis.'i.ed
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The uniqueness of such D is easily established. For if Dl' D2 both satisfy
the conditions (i), (u) of Theorem 1.6, the Maximum Principle (for the
harmonic function log IDl / D21) yields that D11 D2 is a unimodular con-
stant. Then (ui) of Theorem 1.6 yields that (for a suitable branch of log)
the integral II:I=llog(Dl/ D2)ldzl is real. Hence Dl = D2.This completes

the proof of Theorem 1.6. ~

Example. Let

'Jzl=l
IndeedJ consider the branches

(4.9)
BM(Z)log --,--ldzl = o.

ZM

co

1=:
j=l

j 1
-=,
]

CXk

z
\=\ > r, (4.10)

1 0' Z -Qk

°0
Z

and co

I::CakZ)j ~ I
j=l' ]

Izi < l/rJ (4.11)akZ) ::log(l

and define

log(l- Q.cz) T < Izi < liT. (4.12)
1 z -Ct"..og ~

z

M
log Bclz). := ;:

k=l

Notice that the Laurent expansion (in r < III < 1/r) of log (B.\r (z)/zM)
does. not contain a constant term. Hence (4.9) follows.. .

We also know "thatJ for the case considered, G(w) = rw. Thus (4.8) and

(4.9) imply that the function

{rM BM(Z)/zM} 1/2 := rM/2 exp {~log (B,w(x)/zM)}

is the Szego function D(w; r; z) of w(e) for the annulus r < Izi < 1/r.
Recalling (2.15) of Section 2 we obtain that the (asymptotically) minimal
Blaschke product of order nM satisfies

ZM

nM
BnM(Z) - z

Z"M G(W)
{D( w; r; z)}2 (1 + 0(1)),

where the zeros al,.. .I aM of B M lie in Izl < r (recall the example of Sec-
tion 2 (c)). \Ve claim that there is a.single-valued branch of log (B.\f (z)/ z}'f)
in r < Izi < l/r that satisfies .
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where 0(1) --I- 0 as n --I- 00, uniformly on compact subsets of r < Izi < l/r.
This illustrates Theorem 1.7 for p = 1.

Proof of Theorems 1.7 and 1.85

We start with the proof of part (a) of Theorem 1.7. Under our assumptions
on /.l'(e) one can define the Szego function D(p'; r; z) =: D(z). Set

B~(z)tpn(Z) : Gl/p(fJ') I

and obse.rve that lpn is analytic in r < Izi < l/r 2.nd !IPn! i? continl,lous in
the closed annulus. Since (by (1.16))

ltf'n(z)1 = 1 for III = I,

it suffices .to prove that limn-co Ipn(Z) = 1, uniformly on compact subsets
of h := {z : r < III ::;: I}.

From the proof of the lower bound (see Section 2(a)), we know that

,-np~ 

f2X"
2.. Jo

This and (1.10) imply that

1 12r Jim -

n-oo 271" 0
1

We have already mentioned in the Introduction that the zeros of B~ lie in
Izi < r. Hence there is a branch oflog(B~(z)/zn) that is single-:valued in
n and satisfies .

log G(p')l/p

Thus we can define the single-valued branch of log CPn (z) in nJ such that

r log CPn(z)ld~
J1zl=1

(5.4)

1=0.

(see the Example at the end of Sectio~ 4). Also1 (see Remark 3 in Section
1)1 there is a branch of log D2/P(z) that satisfies
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For any n = 1,2,.. ., fi.."( this branch and define

m(z) := exp(plog<Pn(z)), zEn.

Given ( E 0, we apply the Cauchy formula for r + E <
small enough) to ~(z) and deduce (see (5.2)) that

.Irn(()! ~ c f-~ 1 Il.;'n(z)IP\d;

where c is a constant independent of t and n. Since \CPn I is continuous in
r :S: 1::1 ~ 1 we may pass to the limit as t -+ 0 and then use (5.3) to obtain
that {rn} (andJ consequently, {CPn}) form a normal family in O. Choose
any convergent subsequence {CPn}nEA :

Jim CPn(Z).n--
"EA

:: 

~(z).

It remains to show th.at rp(z) == 1 in O.
For this purpose w.e introduce the function

gn(Z) :: \CPn.(Z)\P -p1og \CPn(z)\-l.

Let us examine some properties of 9n. Since IlfJn I is continuous in nand
l<Pn I > 0 in n .(recall that the zeros of B~ lie in Izl < r)) we obta.in that 9n
is continuous in n an'd12;t' 12X' , lim .9n ((r + '!)eiB) dB = 9n(reiB)dB. (5.8)

(-0+ 0 a

Next) 'smce tpn is anaiytic and non vanishing in 11) it follons that \<Pn\P is.subharmonic 
in 11 and log \CPn I is harmonic in 11. Thus) 9n is subharmonic

in o. '.
By the logarithmic convexity of the integral means of subharmonic func-

tion (cf. [HK) Theorem 2.12]) we may write for a given r < p < 1 and ! > 0
small enough: ..'

<

(5.9)

where, in the last step, \ve used the property (see (5.2)) th2.t

'0
9n(e' )=0. (5.10)
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Next, (5.4) and (5.3) yield

112~ lim -

n-CQ 2" 0 (5.11)

Passing in (5.9) to the limit first as £. -.0+ and .then as n -CO1 n E A,,ve obtain (by (5.8)1 (5.11), (5.6) and (5.7)) that .

');1"1 1-

2;0
g(pe,i8)dB S 0, r < p ~ 1, (5.12)

where
g(z):= Itp(z)IP -plogltp(z)l-l,

'J;'he elementary inequality

zEn. (5.13)

x -Iocr x-I> 0
0 for x > OJ X f 1 (5.14)

..
implies that g(z) ? 0 in O. ~hen (5'.12) yiel.ds g(z)'= 01 zEn. By (5.13),
(5.14) we thus obt~in:

Itp(z) I = I, Z E~I

and therefore
cp(z) = ei" zEn (5.15)

for some -it" ~ j < it".
It remains to show that j' = O. This follows directly from (5.6)) (5.4).

Indeed) the branch of log we fixed above for n = 1;2)... can be written in

the form

Then (5.2) holds. Also) (5.3) holds with p = 1 and with the equality sign
replaced by ~ .Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1.7(a), ,ve get the
result. FJ

Remark 7. The same proof applies for the general case, namely log pI E
L1[0, 27r]. In this case D(pl; r; z) belongs to the Hardy spac; H2 in th~
annulus n (see Remark 6 in Section 1) and therefore rn E H2(n). Hence,

where Log denotes the principal branch) kn is an integer and a is a fi."(ed
point. As n -+ 00) n E A) the integral in (5.16) approaches 0 and
Log tpn(a) -:-+- i1 (by (5.15)). Thus) (5.4) yields: kn = 0 for n "2: Nand
I ='0. The proof of part (a) of Theorem 1.1 is now complete.

Proof of part (b) of Theorem 1.7. For 0 < p < 00, apply Theorem
1.1(a) 'rvith dp(B) := w(B)dB. For p = 00) set
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in (5.5), ,ve may pass to the limit, as £ -? O. Also, D is an outer function

and therefore

1" ..(5.17)

Thus) (5.8) is valid. The rest of the probf remains unch~ged:

Proof of Theorem 1.8. We give the sketch of the proof 2.!ld le2.\'e the

details to the reader. Set

tpn(Z) := G(Jl')l/p J
zn

where cp~,p is the n'linimal polynomial and D(d}l; z) is defined by (1.5).
Since CPn,p is monic and has its zeros in III < I, \\"e obtain by the properties
of D(dJ.L;z), that .

CPn(oo) = 1 " (5.18)

and that there is a branch of logCPn(z) in Izl > 1 that satisfies (5.4). Since
CPn satisfies (5.3) with r = 1, the normality of"{tpn} follows. As before,
define gn and use the mono tonicity (rather than logarithmic convexity) of

its integral means, to obtain

9n(peia)dO S 12xl'X
for p > 1 and ( > 0 ~mall enough (d. [HK, Theorem .2.12], for the case
Tl = 0). Passing to the limit, first as ( -+ 0 and then as n -+ 00, n E A,
and using (5.4) and (5.3), we deduce as before that cp(z) = ei" III > 1.

Since <p(oo) = I, we get i = 0 and the result follows. m

6

Let us consider a more general case, when the circle lzl = r is replaced by
a compact set K in the open unit disk D.. Given such a K and given a
positive, finite Borel measure Jl on K, we set for 0 < p < 00

(6.1)En ,p (dj.t; K)

\vhere the infimum is taken over all Blaschke products of order n, with

zeros in 6.
We shall need some basic notions from the potential theory (cf. [T, pp.

94-104]). Let

-1
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where the infimum is taken over all probability measures on K. Then
a < v ~ 00. Provided V < 001 there exists a unique probability mea-
sure v on K (the equilibrium distribution for K) such that V = I(v). The
equilibrium potential u for K is defined by

dl/(.

It satisfies

(6.4)

We set c(K;6-) := l/V, and call c(K;6-) the capacity ofK relative to 6-
(d. [\V) and notice that the capacity in [T) is defined to be e-V).

Proceeding as in Section 2(a) and using (6.2), (6.3), we obtain (d. [FM2))
the lower bound

n> n(!), ! > 0,

can also. be obtained. Together with (6.5) this gives (cf. [F.~fl,2])

Now I. let us turn our attention to another quantity. For 1 ~ q ~ 00; let Aq
denote the. resfri.ction to K .of the unit ball of the usual Hardy space H q in

6:
Aq := {IlK: IE Hq(6), 1I/IIq ~ I} .(6.8)

For 1 ~ p < 00, the Kolmogorov n-width of Aq in the spa.ce Lp(dpi K) is

defined by

where Xn denotes an arbitrary n-dimensional subspa~e of Lp(cjJ; K). Fisher
and Micchelli have proved (see [FM1]) that

(6.10)dl1(Aoo1 Lp(dp; K)) = El1lp(dpj K)
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In view of (6.7) this gives the n-th root asymptotics for dn. A similar
result holds for \veighted 100 norms. These asymptotics were established
by Widom ['\iV] (a simpler proof is given in [FMl]), but many special cases
were kno\vn earlier (see [LT] for the history of this problem).

The first result concerning the strong asymptotics of d:1 W.as established
by Parfenov. He considered the case p = q = 2, K is a smooth closed curve,

and dJ.l = wldzl, \vhere w E C(K), w> 0, and Id=1 is the arc length on K.
Although stated in different terms, the result of Parfenoy reads (cf. [Pa3]
for w = 1 and [Pa2] for general w):

lim e
n-oo

(6.11)

Since Aco C A2, we have dn(Aco,L2(dJl;K)) ~ dr.(A2IL2(dj!.;K)) (see
(6.8),"(6.9)). Therefore (6.5), (6.10) ~nd (6.11) yield:. .

.
The6re~ 9.1 Let K be a simple closed-Jordan cun;e of the class Cl+c,! >
o. Let dJ.L = wldzl, where w E C(K), w> 0, and Id=1 denotes the crc length

on K. Then
Jim e

n-oo (6.12)

To describe the behavior of minimal Blaschke products B;. v,'e have to
first define the appropriate Szego function. Let n denote the doubly con-
'nected d~main bounded by a curve K and by its reflection about III = 1.

--The Szego function D( dp; K; z) of pi for the "annulus" n is defined as in
.Theorem 1.6 (,vith obvious alterations) and wit.h (1.18) replaced by

J K log DC z )dv is real

Having defined D( dp; K; z) "ve observe that the relation (6.12) implies that
the zeros of {B~}~=l have no limit p"oints outside K. Hence the method of
the proof of Theorem 1.7 applies and we obtain ..

Theorem 6.2 Assume the conditions of TheoTtm 6.1. Let B~ denote a
Blaschke product that realizes the infimum in (6.1), forp = 2. Let u be the

equilibrium potentialfor K defined by (6.2) and l~t v be its conjugate. Then

G(J.L')

D(dp;K;z)'

uniformly on compact subsets of O.

The details of the proof as well as some gener2.liza.tions will be given in

a future pa.per.
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